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Abstract 

 

Mother of The Golds 

 

Erica Robert Pallo, M.F.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2017 

 

Supervisor:  Paul J Raval 

 

This report summarizes the production process for the Narrative Short Film, 

Mother of The Golds. It details the origin of the story, the conceptualization from an idea 

to a film, the timeline from start to finish, and the collaborative nature of the film as a 

project between the director and a variety of other creatives. This film was produced as 

the final requirement for my final Thesis Project for the Degree of Masters in Fine Arts in 

Film & Media Production in the Department of Radio-Television-Film at The University 

of Texas at Austin. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A Little About Myself 

 Motion pictures and still photography first intrigued me as a young child after watching 

amateur home movies of my family magically flash from a noisy home projector to a rickety, 

fold-out screen. As I grew up and caught the travel bug, I kept a camera in hand as I visited 

almost all 50 U.S. states, most of Latin America, and a bit of Europe. I captured the world 

around me, first by making short documentaries for my Undergraduate Senior Theses in 

Anthropology and Interdisciplinary Studies at the University of California, Berkeley. Then at the 

University of Texas at Austin, I fell in love with narrative film making while pursuing an MFA 

in Film & Media Production there. For the future, I plan to pursue both documentary and 

narrative projects.  

 While in graduate school, I also found my voice as a filmmaker, my calling if you will, 

that I plan to let guide me in my career after my official studies. I believe that all people, 

regardless of their cultural backgrounds, gender preference, age, religion, and any other defining 

personality trait that often are used to demarcate a person for better, or for worse. Stories are too 

rarely told about people who do not neatly fit into the status quo. I therefore, would like to 

change that in some small way. I want to focus my filmmaking skills on telling stories about 

women, people of color, and anyone else who is often missing from mainstream cinema. This 

thesis project reflects that commitment. 
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ORIGINS OF MOTHER OF THE GOLDS 

The Logline and Short Description 

 As the Sickness spreads and a violent sun threatens the world, Iara must choose to either 

protect her people, or abandon them to the enemy to save her dying brother. 200 years in the 

future, Iara’s strength of character and loyalty to those she holds dear will be tested. As 

Commander of the Força warriors in the underground civilization known as Ouros, she makes 

tough decisions daily. But when an accident triggers transformations in her that shield her from 

the hazardous sun, Iara must decide whether to embrace her newfound abilities and risk 

everything to protect her people, or save her sick brother and herself. 

Backstory  

 The shorter version of the film’s description is meant to just give a taste of what the story 

is about. For me, this is a tale of two siblings: one is in distress despite what seems like a happy 

moment in his life, and the other must make a life-altering decision that will affect both 

characters irrevocably. Intense conflict is what makes for great storytelling in general, and is a 

basic component of scriptwriting. I felt that a conflict encircling a brother and sister is universal 

and therefore, relatable to a diverse audience.  I would like to expand the mainstream’s 

accessibility to films that are full of energy, thrills and emotional sentiment, but that also revolve 

around characters who reflect diversity in different ways.  

 

The Long Synopsis – Filling in More Details 

 The longer description of the film helps fill in gaps and round out the plot. My plan is to 

eventually turn this short film into a longer feature-length version. In the Fall 2015 semester, I 

completed an Advanced Screenwriting class with Richard Lewis. There I wrote a feature script 
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that, over time I will add to it and enrich the story further. The hope is that this short film project 

will create interest from other filmmakers and/or producers who would be interested in working 

with me to go into production on the feature. The following is a glance into the larger world. 

 Fifty years from now, opportunistic humans attempt to harness the Sun’s power straight 

from the source. Few natural energy resources are left on the planet and to please a despairing 

populace unwilling to reduce their consumption, a team is sent into space on a mission to extract 

solar radiation. Their endeavors failed. One hundred and fifty years later, the Sun has doubled in 

size, rendering the Surface of Earth a parched, barren wasteland.  

 Desperate humans gather in places where there is still fresh water and shelter from the 

unrelenting sunlight and heat. Deep inside caverns in what was once known as Brazil, laws are 

passed and history re-written as the price for sanctuary in the new underground world. Sunlight 

is deemed dangerous and forbidden to look upon directly.  

 Time passes and a sunless existence proves unsustainable to human life in the long term. 

Miraculously, mineral rocks are discovered, called “ouro” or “gold”, that when ingested provides 

lifesaving nutrients not otherwise available to people who never see sunlight nor the flora or 

fauna necessary for human sustenance. Unbeknownst to the people in the caverns, however, ouro 

also has negative side effects over time, especially when too many additives dilute it away from 

its raw form.  

 

CONCEPTUALIZATION: FROM AN IDEA TO A FILM 

The Ever-Changing Script  

 From the beginning of this project I saw the world that would evolve into my film but 

getting visuals from one’s mind onto paper can be a difficult translation process. The story 
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evolved over ten script versions, plus a feature-length adaptation. In the end, it was important to 

identify what the film was really about. 

Facts that happened in the past: 

• Apocalyptic incident occurred 50 years from now; 200 years before Iara’s time 

• Incident happened b/c humans sent spaceship to sun to retrieve solar energy directly 

because of running out of natural resources on earth 

• Something goes wrong with ship – Either it malfunctions or sun attacks it in self-defense 

• Unexpected reaction – Sun grows to twice its size 

• MOTG punished some humans and protected others (only Ouros people b/c they agreed 

to follow strict rules/regulations created by original Council leaders, so anyone not 

agreeing to conditions were left to fend for themselves on the Surface) 

• Protected Ouros went underground as wasteland grows on the Surface and everyone not 

underground has to fend for themselves (think Mad Max savagery) 

• Underground ouro mineral discovered that enables people’s survival, which must be 

taken regularly 

• Flora/fauna reduced to almost nothing – Only what can be created artificially 

underground 

• Ouros people have never been outside of the caves and have seen almost no sunlight their 

whole lives 

 

Conflict NOW/What’s at stake: 

• Ouros people are getting sick – Unknown toxicity? Not enough direct sunlight? Pathogen 

spreading among population? 

• Sun is getting brighter/hotter 

• Ouro mineral & water are running out – Ouros people have had to relocate deeper 

underground several times in their history as natural resources dry up 

• Ouros world is under strict, religious leadership that requires blind loyalty 

 

Result of conflict: 

• Ouros’s leaders (the Council) need to be stricter b/c of potential panic among population 
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• Council requires obedience - 

o By reinforcing the myths of MOTG they give population hope, fear, community 

o Myths are presented to children as fact, and all are reminded at public events and 

in daily life of the importance of their “history” 

 

PRE-PRODUCTION 

Timeline 

First committee meeting - 10/13/14 

First class script reading -10/23/14 

First crew list draft -3/24/15 

First producer meeting - 4/10/15 

First auditions - 6/18/15 

 

Locations  

 We filmed in four different locations in Texas: Longhorn Caverns, Mansfield Dam and 

two separate water cooling buildings on UT Austin’s campus. 

Casting 
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Casting Call for Austin, Texas UT Austin Thesis Film –Unpaid 
by Erica Robert Pallo | DATE: June-July 2015 | Austin, Casting Call  

 

Production Title: TBD 

Independent/Student/Studio: University of Texas, Austin. Graduate student thesis 

Production Type: Short film 

Production Format: Digital. Arri Alexa camera 

Production Location: Austin 

Production Start Date: July 17, 2015 

Production Wrap Date: July 29, 2015 

Production Schedule: Character of PAJÉ films only:  

July 25, 26 - Fredericksburg, Texas (at Enchanted Rock State Natural Area) OR Blanco, Texas (at private ranch), and July 27, 28, 29 (UT 

campus power plant buildings) 

Producer(s): Alison Week 

Writer(s): Erica Robert Pallo 

Director(s): Erica Robert Pallo 

Synopsis: Science Fiction. On Earth 200 years from now, the enlarged sun is killing the planet. The world has splintered off into two groups: 

one in the safety of caverns below ground, and those left to perish on the Surface. The protagonist must learn whether her subterranean 

civilization of “Chosen People” are worth dying for and if so, what sacrifices she is willing to make to save them from themselves.   

Character Breakdowns: Pajé (pa-ZJAY) – female, possible ages 40-70, haughty, a leader in her post-apocalyptic civilization, intelligent, 

slightly “mad scientist” 

Paid / Non-Paid: Non-Paid 

Other / Additional Compensation: Copy (digital and/or DVD), credit. Graduate student thesis project that will submit to film festivals with 

intentions of wider distribution. 

Meals / Lodging / Transportation: Yes. Lodging is only for shooting locations outside of Austin. Actors coming from other places will need 

to provide her/his own lodging within Austin. Gas provided for film-related activities.   

Email Address for Cast / Crew Submissions: ericarobertpallocasting@gmail.com 

Special Notes for Potential Cast/Crew: Director is committed to having a diverse cast, so all ethnicities and sexual orientations are 

encouraged to apply. Please send headshot and resume. Video auditions are welcomed. Thank you. 
 

Table 1:  Mother of The Golds Casting Call 
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Art Department  
 
Art Department Projects  

Point 
Person  Item  

 
Point 
Person  Item  

Nancy  Surface Pipes  
 

Tyler  Arbor  

 
Ouro Insignia Decals  

  
Kiosk 1  

 
Acanto Insignia Decals  

  
Kiosk 2  

 
Rocks  

  
Drink Tables  

 
Cups  

   

 
Acanto Schematics  

 
Javier  Iara's Necklace / Boomerang  

 
Acanto Tools  

  
Forca Rifle  

 
Acanto Dressing  

  
Spider Gun (Iara)  

 
Medical Ward Dressing  

  
Tattoo Device (Ceremony)  

    
Tattoo Ink Tank (Ceremony)  

Cynthia  Goggles  
  

Memory Recorder Device  

 
Armor  

  
Healing Helmet  

 
Glove  

  
Glove (Maybe)  

 
Acanto Guards  

  
Acanto Rifles  

 
Forca Guards  

  
Paje P Shooter  

    
Goggles (maybe)  

    
Armor (maybe)  

 

Table 2:  Art Department Projects  
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PRODUCTION 

Shooting Schedule 

 
Fri, July 17 - 1:00pm-4:00pm - Checkout equipment  
 
Sat, July 18 - 6:00pm-6:00am (OVERNIGHT) - Longhorn Caverns in Burnet, TX - Day 1 shooting 
 
Sun, July 19 - 8:00pm-8:00am (OVERNIGHT) - Longhorn Caverns in Burnet, TX - Day 2 shooting 
 
Mon, July 20 - 8:00pm-8:00am (OVERNIGHT) - Longhorn Caverns in Burnet, TX - Day 3 shooting 
 
Tues, July 21 - 11:00pm-11:00am (OVERNIGHT) - Longhorn Caverns in Burnet, TX - Day 4 shooting 
 
Wed, July 22 - 11:00pm-11:00am (OVERNIGHT) - Longhorn Caverns in Burnet, TX - then go back to cabins and sleep with 
checkout by the next morning on Thursday. (1/2 day off) - Day 5 shooting 
 
Thurs, July 23 - 1/2 day off because of change back to normal sleeping hours 
 
Fri, July 24 - Day off. 
 
Sat, July 25 - 8:00am-8:00pm - UT Austin Power plant - Day 6 shooting 
 
Sun, July 26 - 8:00am-8:00pm - UT Austin Power plant - Day 7 shooting 
 
Mon, July 27 - 8:00am-8:00pm - UT Austin Power plant - Day 8 shooting 
 
Tues, July 28 - 7:00am-7:00pm - (including driving time) - Mansfield Dam - Day 9 shooting 
 
Wed, July 29 - 7:00am-7:00pm (including wrap-up and driving back to Austin) - Mansfield Dam - Day 10 shooting 
 
Thur, July 30 - 10:00am-12:00pm - Check in equipment 
 
Table 3:  Shooting Schedule 
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Logistics 
 
 
 

Longhorn Caverns        

Room Name  Proposed Scene  Description  Scheduling  Location Notes  Director Comments  Camera/G&E comments  Future Location Questions  

Cave Entrance  Anat fight scene  Lush, visible foliage, even in July  
Daytime; will have to stage around 

tours  

Too green; will need to stage the exterior 

shot of her in the outside world 

elsewhere    

Safety: What are LC’s safety 
procedures? Do they have a 
medic on staff? If not, what have 
other film crews done in the past 
for this? Where is the nearest 
hospital?  

Lover's Lane  
Força Movement; Apsû & Ea Walk 

Under Iara’s Gaze Post-Wedding  
Heart-shaped hallway  

Inaccessible to public during week 

(good!)  

Staging: Nearby brick wall; storage 

section is unlighted    

Q: Permission to place light 
fixture on opposite side  

Section Beyond LL  Possible Medical Ward  beyond LL  
Inaccessible to public during week 

(good!)  

Easier to stage medical ward than 

offshoot near Oval Office; closer to cave 

entrance    

Tour Guide: Does tour guide need 
to accompany grips and other 
crew members coming/going 
from cave for food/bathroom 
breaks?  

Council Room  Wedding; Fly-through/Fight Scene  
Main large room for events, with 

Man-made stage for Wedding  
On tour path  

Right next to dumbwaiter; Safety: Rocks 

are slippery; Display for PRAs projected 

on wall? Uneven surfaces; Dramatic cave 

formation incline for Iara’s side visit to 

Apsû  

Extras must be instructed to bring 

red clothing;  

Logistics: Dumbwaiter has 
300lb. limit  

Bathroom locations: Are the only 
bathrooms located in the gift 
shop? What have other events 
done for this?  

Gradual Descent  Fight Scene  btwn. Council Room & Oval Office  On tour path  
   

Food: Access to 
refrigerator/freezer?  

Oval Office  Possible Medical Ward  
Small intimate space, up stairs and 

through 4 ft. hole  
Off tour path  

   

Lights: Permission to cap halogen 
lights and/or replace some with 
dead bulbs during shoot  

Handrail Hallway  Fight Scene  Where on map??  
     

Wall of Marble  
 

Smooth; dune-like formations  On tour path  
    

Turnaround Room  
 

End of the Wall of Marble  Off tour path  
1⁄4 mi. from cave entrance, 135’ below 

surface     

        
 

Table 4: Cavern Location Scene & Room Logistics 
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Production Notes 
 
Location Production Notes  

  ●  Hard hats for all cast/crew � 

●  Work lights: battery powered lanterns, glow sticks? � 

●  Flashlights! � 

●  Walkies � 

●  BABY POOL (FOOD CIRCLE) Large tarps � 

●  Printer (for basecamp) - Erica’s �Good things to have: � 

● Mats for slippery areas (2)  

Other concerns:  

●  Paying for gas � 

●  Paying for toll road fees � 

●  Scheduled bathroom breaks � 

●  Doors open at 9 � 

●  Tours start at 10 � 

●  Hard out 11 � 

●  Lift: only holds 250 lbs � 

●  Don’t touch walls � 

●  (MOTEL 6 DAY 1 - 1400 Ollie Lane Marble Falls 78654) ��

Things to mention in the call sheet: � 

●  Wear boots (or at least sturdy, non-waterpermiable, slip-resistant shoes as not everyone owns boots) � 

●  Bring layers (it gets cold in there) � 

●  Mind the stalagmites (especially the babies!!)! � 

●  NO ONE can leave basecamp or set unaccompanied by a LHC � 

●  Employee - if anyone needs to be escorted, touch base with Shelby or Ian � 

●  Go to the bathroom at the beginning of the day, know that we will be � 

●  Taking scheduled bathroom breaks � 

Table 5:   Location Production Notes 
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POST-PRODUCTION 

 
Post Production included one day of pickups, foley recording, sound design creation, 

score writing, sound mixing, color correction, and VFX production. Post-Production consisted of 

an incredible amount of planning, organizing and mis-steps. It is best shown through the work 

that I did via diagrams and spreadsheets as illustrated in the Appendices below. 

Voice-Over and ADR Additions  

 
IARA: 

●  Send out the reinforcements! OR Check on the forcefield. - 03:20:16 � 
  ●  Apsû, find Ea and meet me at the gate. - 03:42:10 � 
  ●  Found myself a traitor and his Acanto...friend." - 05:20:05 � 
  ●  You betrayed us for water? - 05:36:01 � 
  ●  (And Apsû will be healed ) ...in ONE year. - 12:07:06 � 
  ●  We have to agree to this and get as many of the sick as we can on that ship. - 15:59:18 � 
  ●  I can help here. - 17:16:20 � 
  ●  You won't be alone... - 18:02:17 � 
  ●  ...Look towards the sun and you'll know I'm watching over you. - 18:06:07 � 
  ●  Heavy breathing, getting punched/kicked � 
�  
APSÛ: 

  ●  Iara! - 02:17:11 � 
  ●  Looks like even my big sister knows how to relax? - 02:19:10 � 
  ●  We can't all get drunk on ouro. - 02:31:17 � 
  ●  Iara, you okay? - 05:17:01 � 
  ●  Ea, please stop. - 05:34:05 � 

PAJÉ: � 
  ●  Look at you. Whatever's happening, I can help. - 05:13:17 � 
  ●  Get away from her! - 06:08:14 � 
  ●  Ouro doesn't make you sick like the others; it improves you. - 08:40:12 � 
  ●  Your blood could be... (humanity’s chance to protect itself.) - 09:13:08 

  
FORÇA: 

● None so far. The forcefield is still up - 03:04:09  
Força 2:  
● They didn’t. Commander, it was our people siphoning off ouro. - 03:12:03  
Força Group:  
● Background mumblings of shock and awe at being above ground and seeing Acanto in the distance. - 
05:20:05  

 
Table 6:  Voice-Over and ADR Additions 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

When I started this project, I was excited to try something both challenging and 

educational. Well, that did indeed happen. In hindsight, there were many, many things that I did 

not anticipate, which caused trouble to myself and the team. I had been in the workforce and 

lived a good portion of my early life before I came to graduate school. Those life lessons have 

been invaluable, but also frustrating at times.  

I tend to be ambitious and a perfectionist, things that I tend to expect out of others who 

work with me. In a student environment, that posted a problem on many occasions. I also am a 

very hard worker and intend to give 100% of myself when I commit to a project. That does not 

always work out, however, when I am torn between so many projects in a school environment. 

Something has to give and too often it was my energy levels towards things that I knew were lost 

causes unless I were to personally take them on. And many times, I did just that.  

Being in charge of a multitude of departments and responsibilities all at once poses the 

obvious problem: one person is not an island and making films requires collaboration and 

teamwork. While I values these traits, I too often think that I can take everything head on and 

come out on top. Sometimes that fared well, and other times I was ready to throw in the towel 

and give up.  

Looking forward, I am grateful for my graduate school experience and the connections I 

made here. I was also allowed to make mistakes and try anything I wanted – things I definitely 

would not be able to do if I were in the working film industry. It has been a long and bumpy ride, 

but no journey is worth taking without a few detours. 
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Appendix A:  

Visual References 
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Longhorn Caverns 

 

 

 

Mansfield Dam 
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UT Austin Cooling Stations 
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Appendix B:  

Backstory and Influence Images 
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Burnt Trees in Bastrop, TX 

Sand Storm With Yellow Skies 
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Appendix C:  

Shooting Script 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  



MOTHER OF THE GOLDS
Written by

Erica Robert Pallo



EXT. OUTER SPACE - NIGHT1 1

Silence. Black skies of outer space full of twinkling stars. 
Distant RUMBLING gets closer.

BEGIN VOICE OVER:

FEMALE NARRATOR
The Mãe Dos Ouros or, Mother of The 
Golds, has always loved her 
children. But they can be selfish. 

Rumbling gets louder. ROCKET SHIP slowly comes into view.

FEMALE NARRATOR (CONT’D)
When our ancestors stole from the 
Mãe Dos Ouros, she punished their 
treachery by doubling the size of 
the sun; turning Earth’s surface 
into a parched wasteland. 

Rocket approaches its trajectory. REVEAL: the sun. It gets 
brighter as the rocket approaches it.

FEMALE NARRATOR (CONT’D)
Still, the Mãe Dos Ouros welcomed 
those loyal to her into a new home 
underground.

FEMALE NARRATOR (CONT’D)
Where there was a mineral, formed 
in the safety of darkness: gold.

Rocket smashes into the sun. Small fire. 

FEMALE NARRATOR (CONT’D)
Someday the Mãe Dos Ouros will 
sacrifice herself to save her 
Devoted from a fiery death.

POP of light from rocket crash site. VIBRATION sounds.

White, yellow, orange, and red explosions flare out of the 
sun. PIERCING sounds. 

Scene grows whiter until...

Silence.

FEMALE NARRATOR (CONT’D)
And the Ouros will feel the 
sunlight on their faces once more.

1



END VOICE OVER.

FILM TITLE CARD.

INT. OURO CAVES, GREAT HALL ALTAR, BELOW GROUND - NIGHT2 2

Deafening sounds: drums, more instruments, emphatic clapping.

IARA [EE-ar-a] - 20s/30s, black body tattoos, red combat 
clothing, and a dented, metal BOOMERANG worn as a necklace - 
slowly opens her eyes. 

Iara faces two men on a platform embracing. People cheer. 

One of the men, APSÛ [ap-SOO] - 20s/30s, in scarlet-colored 
uniform, muscular and composed, visible scar on neck, body 
tattoos - looks at Iara and smiles. Iara grins back.

Other man is EA [AY-a] - 20s, in flaxen-colored robes. 

A PRIESTESS in flowing yellow vestments is next to the men.

Golden and orange-hued LUMINESCENT PLANTS grow out of cracks 
in rocks and sprout from walls forming an arbor above 
platform. SYNTHETIC CANDLES warm the scene. 

Nearby is a basin-shaped ALTAR. A delicate CUP rests on top.

A MURAL of the Mãe Dos Ouros is engraved into the cave wall: 
a black silhouette of a woman against a vast white sun. 

INT. OURO CAVES, GREAT HALL, BELOW GROUND - NIGHT 2.1 2.1

Iara scans the room. Everything feels festive and inviting. 

Lights dance on walls like reflections from water. Steam 
puffs from thermal energy vents.

Iara pauses gaze on large sign that hovers above a gated 
corridor and tunnel: PROIBIDO - NO EXIT. 

Armed Força [FORE-sa) warriors stand guard in red uniforms 
similar to Iara’s. 

Iara glances at guards. They salute her with a nod. 

Other Força secure the perimeter, weapons at the ready. But 
civilians do not appear nervous or intimidated.

A diverse congregation is gathered, all with small BAR-SHAPED 
TATTOOS on their inside wrists and wearing pastel-colored 
clothing. Personal adornments are shiny or artificially lit. 

2



INT. OURO CAVES, GREAT HALL ALTAR, BELOW GROUND - NIGHT 2.2 2.2

Nothing unusual. Iara returns her attention to the ceremony. 

PRIESTESS
(to men)

Let us seal this union.

Moving to the altar, filled with water and neon-yellow rocks 
at the bottom. An ATTENDANT brings priestess a small 
INJECTION GADGET. Above their bar tattoos, she marks the 
mens’ inner forearms with circular Ouro SYMBOLS. First Apsû, 
then Ea. 

The men grasp forearms, new tattoos touching. The priestess 
pours water over their joined limbs. 

PRIESTESS (CONT’D)
(in Portuguese)

Apsû e Ea. Estas águas 
sagradas irão manter vocês 
saudáveis e ágeis no escuro. 
Que a Mãe dos Ouros abençoe e 
proteja ambos. 

PRIESTESS (CONT’D)
(English subtitles)

Apsû and Ea. These Sacred 
Waters will keep you healthy 
and agile in the dark. May 
the Mother of The Golds bless 
and protect you both. 

The priestess motions her hands to the crowd. 

CROWD
(in Portuguese)

Ouro é paz.

CROWD (CONT’D)
(English subtitles)

Gold is peace.

Apsû and Ea face crowd. 

Priestess motions for crowd to approach altar and greet the 
couple personally. People assemble in single-file lines.

An ATTENDANT injects each person’s wrist tattoo. All tattoos 
glimmer a faint YELLOW, then fade. 

An attendant approaches Ea to inject him. Ea avoids 
attendant, turning to a congratulatory well-wisher in line.

Iara sees Ea’s deflection, then notices his clammy skin, 
labored breathing, and dark circles under his eyes.

Iara calls over an attendant and whispers something. They 
both walk to Ea and wait until he acknowledges them.  

Iara and Ea lock eyes until he offers his wrist to attendant.  

Ea’s wrist tattoo radiates, then fades. He shutters, but 
breathing calms and skin clears. He is visibly healthier.

Iara returns to her place in crowd. Apsû stays busy talking 
to lines of people, oblivious to Iara and Ea’s interaction. 
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All injections are finished. Priestess addresses Apsû and Ea.

PRIESTESS (CONT’D)
(in Portuguese)

Que vocês tragam alegria uns 
aos outros e honra às suas 
pessoas privilegiadas. 

PRIESTESS (CONT’D)
(English subtitles)

May you both bring joy to 
each other and honor your 
privileged people.

Crowd erupts again in celebration. Apsû and Ea embrace and 
walk away hand in hand, followed by the congregation. 

Apsû and Ea approach Iara. Apsû bear-hugs Iara when he 
reaches her. Ea forces a smile. 

Apsû kisses her forehead and exits with Ea around a corner.

INT. OURO CAVES, LOVER’S LANE, BELOW GROUND - NIGHT 3 3

Iara flexes and turns her wrist, stretching her tattoo, and 
watches as last people file down narrow Lover’s Lane tunnel.

INT. OURO CAVE WEDDING RECEPTION, BELOW GROUND - NIGHT4 4

Iara stands alone at a cave wall bejeweled with party lights. 
Several empty glasses balance in front of her.

Iara fidgets with her metal boomerang necklace, unhooking it 
from the chain and twirling it. 

A burst of laughter reminds her of festivities around her. 
Her eyes sweep the hall. 

Some Ouro citizens mingle. Others dance. 

Iara returns attention to boomerang. She slides arms out: 
REVEAL two KNIVES hidden inside. 

Embossed on one blade is a black silhouette of a woman 
against a vast white sun. 

Tiny words are etched on other blade: 

PORTUGUESE
A Mãe dos Ouros vai morrer para 
salvar seus filhos. Honrem seu 
sacrifício. 

ENGLISH SUBTITLES
The Mãe Dos Ouros will die to save 
her children. Honor Her sacrifice. 
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Iara approaches a KIOSK near cave walls and scans her tattoo. 
Information projects onto the wall: Surface temperature: 60° 
C / 140° F. Personal Resource Allotments (PRAs): 2 grains, 2 
vegetables, 1 fruit, 3 cups water. Animal foods prohibited 
until next cycle. Mandatory vitamina injections: Sectors A 
and B, receive at wedding. Sectors C and D report tomorrow by 
08:00 horas.

Apsû approaches. He stares at the boomerang in Iara’s hands.

APSÛ
Knew I’d find you where no one 
could attack you from behind. 

Boomerang goes around Iara’s neck again. 

IARA
Where’s your better half?

APSÛ
Inputting data for tomorrow’s PRAs. 

IARA
On your wedding night?

APSÛ
Somebody has to keep this place 
running, because this little 
performance (circling a finger 
around Iara) isn’t fooling anyone.

Iara swats his finger away, and spots blood under his nose. 
Then sees the clammy skin and dark circles under his eyes. 

IARA
(indicating to his nose)

I thought you had that checked out.

APSÛ
(wiping nose)

Please stop. At least for tonight. 

Iara bites her tongue.

IARA
Fine, but you look like a feral 
Acanto pirate.

APSÛ
Mentira [Bullshit]! 

Apsû wrestles Iara’s arm behind her back. 

A siren suddenly WAILS. They both freeze. Without a word they 
straighten up and sprint out of the room.
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INT. OURO CAVE WEAPONS ROOM, BELOW GROUND - NIGHT5 5

Iara and Apsû find other Força waiting for them with WEAPONS.

APSÛ
How many? One, two?

FORÇA 1
More like a mass exodus.

Apsû grabs extra ammunition. A Força hands Iara a BELT lined 
with small BOOMERANGS and a catching GLOVE.

IARA
How much water did they get? 

FORÇA 1
Apparently none, Commander. The 
water tanks don’t seem depleted. 

IARA
Where did they trigger the alarm?

FORÇA 2
They didn’t. I alerted everyone 
when I saw them defusing the 
fences. (Beat) Commander, it’s our 
people who opened the gate. 

Iara catches Apsû’s eye. She takes a GUN from him on her way 
out. Everyone exits behind her.

INT. OURO CAVE, BELOW GROUND - NIGHT6 6

Iara, Apsû and Força battle insurgents to the death - even 
against some of their own - as rebel Ouros try to escape to 
the Surface. 

Iara takes out insurgents one after the other. 

She spots someone escaping through forbidden exit tunnel. 
ESCAPEE wears sun-protective gear and concealing hood.  

INT./EXT. OURO TUNNEL/GATE, BELOW/ABOVE GROUND - DAY7 7

Iara pursues but Escapee shoves her off in the darkness of 
the tunnel. Iara pauses, yanks boomerang off her neck, aims, 
and launches it - blades exposed - at the escaping person. It 
hits the target, slicing the person’s leg. She/he falls to 
the ground along with boomerang.

Iara attacks but Escapee snatches lethal boomerang and flails 
arms and blades at Iara. 
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They struggle until Escapee accidentally cuts Iara, throwing 
her off balance while never letting go of her opponent. Both 
propel out the gate, into blistering sunshine. Iara drops to 
the ground.    

She screams from painfully blinding light and searing heat. 
Tattoos in direct sunlight flash. Her eyes flutter yellow. 

Escapee starts to help Iara, then stops, instead running 
towards an exterior staircase that leads to the Surface, and 
eventually the world of Acanto. Escapee disappears up stairs. 

Iara chases after Escapee, skin burning with each step. 

EXT. THE SURFACE, ABOVE GROUND - DAY8 8

Pain lessens on the Surface. Tattoos stop glowing. 

Iara sees Acanto for the first time far on the horizon. 
Vastly more beautiful and technologically advanced than she 
had been told. She stares in awe. 

Iara spots lines in the dirt snaking out from Acanto in the 
distance. She traces them closer and closer until them come 
into focus: a web of PIPES siphoning out liquid and rock from 
the ground nearby. 

She sprints to the pipes. Yanks one out of the ground.

A bullet sears through her right throwing arm. Shock and pain 
throw her to the ground. 

Looks around. Nowhere for cover. Draws her gun.

Iara spots her assailants standing yards away: one is the 
Escapee; the other a WOMAN aged 50-60 in protective Acanto 
gear; both aiming guns at her. 

Apsû and Força emerge, wearing protective gear, weapons 
drawn. Everyone is shocked at sight of standoff, and their 
first view of the Acanto landscape. 

IARA
(to Força)

Shoot them! 

Attacker presses BUTTON on hood. Fabric over face becomes 
transparent. REVEAL: it is Ea. 

EA
Apsû. Please.

Apsû lowers his weapon, but other Força keep aim on Ea and 
Acanto woman. Iara draws her gun with good arm. Aims at Ea. 
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ACANTO WOMAN
I don’t want to shoot you again, 
Iara. 

No one lowers their weapon. 

EA
Iara, we’re not stealing water. You 
have no idea...

ACANTO WOMAN
Enough Ea! 

IARA
(yelling)

He’s with the Acanto!

Apsû shoots the gun out of Acanto woman’s hands, frightening 
Ea. Iara takes aim at Acanto woman, but Ea reacts. Shoots 
Iara in the stomach. 

EXT. THE SURFACE, ABOVE GROUND - DAY - CONTINUOUS8.1 8.1

IARA POV.

Loud RINGING and muffled SCREAMS. Flared sunlight distorts 
Ea’s body as a SHOT throws him backwards. 

A Força rushes to Iara’s side, gun still smoking. 

Pushes BUTTON on hood. REVEAL: Apsû. A loud BANG. Apsû jolts 
back and screams. 

Iara loses consciousness. 

INT. ACANTO MEDICAL WARD, ABOVE GROUND - DAY9 9

IARA POV CONTINUES.

Iara jolts awake to BEEPS, HUMS and unclear voices nearby.

GLOWING GREEN tubes suction to her skin that are attached to 
PULSATING machines. THROBBING and SCRATCHING sounds.

Bandages cover her stomach and injured left arm, which is 
folded in a SLING across her chest.

Unable to focus, she fights to get out of bed. Restraints 
across shoulders and around ankles stop her. 

She SCREAMS. DOCTORS - in room all along - respond.
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Iara struggles as doctors adjust dials on the machines.

IARA
Caralho [Fuck]! I can’t see! 

A doctor PUNCHES buttons on a machine and the tubes GLOW 
BRIGHTER. BEEPING and HUMMING sounds get louder. 

Iara struggles harder against restraints until green 
iridescent liquid puts her to sleep.

END IARA POV.

INT. ACANTO CONTROL ROOM, ABOVE GROUND - DAY10 10

ROARING engines, WHOOSHING wind, panicked voices.

Iara snaps awake. Nothing but soft HISSES from machines still 
attached to her body. 

She is in an unfamiliar place: monitor screens display 
colorful diagrams and numbers, lots of slick machines and 
foreign technology. 

She remembers restraints, but is strapped to a WHEELCHAIR, 
not a bed, handcuffs locked around her wrists and ankles.

Her wounds are almost healed, no more arm in a sling, but she 
feels strange. Her tattoos tingle and itch. Looks at them - 
they are YELLOW. 

Her eyes dart around the room. She catches her reflection in 
a metal panel. Her eyes radiate neon YELLOW. 

She starts hyperventilating. Something BEEPS next to her. 

Doctors hurry in, followed by Acanto soldiers and the woman 
who shot her: PAJÉ [pa-ZJAY] - haughty, yet a bit disheveled, 
dressed in green Acanto uniform, carrying a RED APPLE. 

Doctors attend to the machines. Tubes glow. 

Iara grimaces, holding breath as wounds radiate light 
until...FLASH...Iara breathes out and unclenches. She is 
noticeably improved. 

Doctors remove tubes.

IARA
(to doctors)

Is my brother alive?

Doctors exit.
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IARA (CONT’D)
(to Pajé)

Is he alive?

Pajé approaches Iara.

PAJÉ
Your eyesight seems better. And 
yes, I believe he is. Your people 
took him back underground.

IARA
What the hell’s wrong with me? Who 
are you?

PAJÉ
My name is Pajé. Your eyes and 
skin, they... 

She reaches like she will touch a tattoo, but stops herself.

PAJÉ (CONT’D)
They have...evolved. You’ve become 
immune to the sun’s rage.

Iara blinks. Pajé takes a bite of the apple.

IARA
(laughing)

You’re lying. This is just another 
Acanto trick. 

Pajé raises the apple to Iara’s mouth. Her mouth waters.

PAJÉ
I wish we were that clever. (Beat) 
You can have a bite as long as you 
don’t bite me.

Iara tentatively eats a little and her eyes widen.

PAJÉ (CONT’D)
It’s delicious isn’t it? And not 
synthetic. We grow them here along 
with many other miracles. (Beat) 
You’re also a miracle, Iara. 
Humanity’s chance to protect 
itself.

Pajé examines apple and takes a final bite. She drops the 
core into a small MACHINE. ZAP! 

PAJÉ (CONT’D)
I want you to come with us so we 
can learn more from you.
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Pajé turns Iara’s wheelchair around. REVEAL: a giant 
observation window. Through sound-proof glass a vast chamber 
full of steam, lights, and crew working on a gigantic ROCKET 
SHIP. 

PAJÉ (CONT’D)
There are two of them, called 
Gêmeos [ZJEM-ee-ohs)(Twins). 

Iara stares, dazzled.

PAJÉ (CONT’D)
They have enough room inside for 
all of Acanto and, some, of your 
world.

Iara scowls. Pajé grins.

She wheels Iara out the door and into the bright compound.

PAJÉ (CONT’D)
You may want to save that 
expression for the rest of what I 
have to tell you.

INT. ACANTO RESEARCH STATION, ABOVE GROUND - DAY11 11

Pajé leads Iara down winding corridors and over metal grates.

Everywhere is WHITE NOISE, BLINKING buttons and CLANKING 
machines, distracting Iara as they move along.

PAJÉ
We’re heading to Fu Sang - it’s a 
giant vessel floating in the Skies. 
There we’ll replenish resources, 
then come back to Earth to get the 
rest of your people before it’s too 
late.  

IARA
How many Ouros is “some”?

PAJÉ
460. Your Council already selected 
those individuals, weeks ago. We’ve 
been cooperating with your leaders 
for generations, you know.

Iara’s breathing speeds up. 

PAJÉ (CONT’D)
And, they did not choose you or 
your brother to go. 
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IARA
(through gritted teeth)

And how did they buy such a 
privilege?

PAJÉ
With gold, of course. We need a lot 
to power the Gêmeos, and your 
Council traded it for safe passage.

Pajé laughs at a thought that occurs to her.

PAJÉ (CONT’D)
The combustible rocks that we know 
are not the meltable metal kind 
that our ancestors called “gold”. 
Ironically though, both are treated 
as precious commodities.

IARA
And worth Ea’s life apparently?

PAJÉ
Ea knew the risks. But he wanted to 
heal himself, and your brother. 
Apsû is getting worse, isn’t he? 

Iara closes her eyes.

PAJÉ (CONT’D)
The first waves of refugees from 
Earth built Fu Sang over 150 years 
ago. Survivors used to arrive there 
every few years, but now we are 
mostly what’s left.

They arrive at the exit to outside and an enormous set of 
windows. Sun streams in, but not as painful radiation. 

PAJÉ (CONT’D)
Gold is toxic to consume, by the 
way. But Fu Sang has the facilities 
to cure Apsû, and the rest of your 
people who are sick.

Pajé finds Iara’s boomerang. Hands it to her. Gathers Iara’s 
protective gear, and a pair of goggles that hide her eyes. 

PAJÉ (CONT’D)
(offering gear)

Not that you need these now, but 
revealing your gifts to your people 
might spread jealousy and panic 
during this historic time of 
transition.
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Pajé unlocks Iara’s handcuffs and restraints.

PAJÉ (CONT’D)
This must be a lot to absorb, but I 
offer my hand, since your people 
and your Mother of the Golds has 
abandoned you. 

IARA
She abandoned us a long time ago.

PAJÉ
(nodding)

I’ve negotiated a deal for you and 
your brother to come, so we can 
study your chemistry further. Be 
ready to leave in two days. 

IARA
And Apsû will be healed. 

PAJÉ
As one of our top priorities. We’re 
not your enemy, Iara. We never 
were. 

Pajé waits, then walks away when Iara says nothing in return.

Iara looks to the windows, pausing to admire and soak in the 
unfamiliar splendor of sunlight. 

EXT. ACANTO SURFACE, ABOVE GROUND - DAY12 12

Iara wears protective gear, but still steps through Acanto 
gate cautiously. Looks around outside.

The Acanto compound is enormous: sky-high buildings, floating 
tubes, giant chimneys emitting yellow steam, water churning 
through filtration systems.

Iara slowly removes her hood. Waits for the burning. Nothing.

Takes a glove off. Takes off cloak and goggles. 

Yellow tattoos look brighter, but no pain. She flexes her 
limbs. Eyes shine golden. She smiles.

INT. OURO CAVE, BELOW GROUND, DIAMOND ROOMS - NIGHT13 13

Apsû sits alone in a sacred space full of shimmering rocks. 

Iara approaches him slowly, dressed again in gear to conceal 
her mutations, but goggles are around her neck.
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His health has deteriorated: ashen skin, sunken lips, bandage 
covering arm where he was shot. He absentmindedly strokes 
circular marriage tattoo, staring at nothing in particular.

Iara gently places her hand on Apsû’s shoulder. He does not 
look up.

APSÛ
I thought I’d lost you too. 

Iara gets closer. Removes goggles. They lock eyes.

APSÛ (CONT’D)
Merda. What’s wrong with your...

Iara wraps her arms around him, stopping his question that 
could draw attention to her. Whispers in his ear.

IARA
Do you have a reader on you?

Apsû hands Iara a DEVICE, eyes glued on her. 

She presses it against one of her tattoos. It lights up. 

She presses buttons and hands it back to Apsû, who presses it 
against his own tattoo. 

IARA (CONT’D)
She didn’t know I was recording.

Apsû’s tattoo radiates signals through his bloodstream to 
microscopic implants, allowing him to hear the entire 
conversation between Iara and Pajé at the Acanto compound. 

His expressions fluctuate until tears well up in his eyes. 

He throws the device on the ground.

IARA (CONT’D)
The enemy is the sun, not the 
Acanto. The vitaminas, they must 
alter our brains somehow or... 

APSÛ
(interrupting)

Vitaminas keep us alive, Iara.

Iara blinks at him.

APSÛ (CONT’D)
And what, you want people to have 
as many babies as they want to? 
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For us to feel pain or stress and 
then forget how blessed we are to 
be spared from the sun at all? 

Apsû looks at his hands.

APSÛ (CONT’D)
Ea told me things. 

Iara grits her teeth.

IARA
Well, apparently not everything.

APSÛ
No, not everything. I believe in 
our system, Iara, but not selling 
our souls for gold. 

He pinches and pulls at the skin of his marriage tattoo. 
Blood dribbles from his nose. He wipes it away.

APSÛ (CONT’D)
(nervously chuckles)

I told you I’d never make it to see 
30. 

Iara takes one of his hands, inspects it. Worn, visible 
veins, dirty nails. She squeezes it.

APSÛ (CONT’D)
(quietly)

So what? You have special powers 
now and we just leave people behind 
to die? 

IARA
I’m not going. I can help them 
somehow. You stay, you die. 

Apsû looks at the ground. Iara takes his other hand.

APSÛ
And the Acanto’s woman’s conditions 
for taking me? 

IARA
We’ll figure it out. You did the 
unthinkable when Ea threatened me. 
Now let me prove my loyalty to you, 
and to our people. Respect that by 
staying alive. 

Beat.

Apsû nods. Iara hugs him. She exits. 
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Apsû picks up the broken tattoo reader and sits. He presses 
his wrist to it, replaying the recording over and over again. 

EXT. THE SURFACE, ABOVE GROUND - DAY14 14

TITLE CARD - TWO DAYS LATER 

Iara at top of stairs to Surface. Wears protective gear, 
except for hood.

A chaotic scene around her. Cacophony of machines and people 
in panic, all in protective gear. No one notices her. 

Other sounds fade out as her breathing gets louder until...

Silence.

Iara looks through hysteria to gate area below. Her gaze is 
locked on Apsû.

Tears fall from Iara’s brown eyes, drawing lines on her 
dusty, sweaty face.

Sounds crash in: people in panic, Ouros attempt to board 
ships, Acanto soldiers push them back, fighting, shrieking. 

Apsû hobbles up stairs to meet Iara. 

Iara gently wipes away blood dribbling from his ear. 

Launch sirens SCREAM. Engines on ship IGNITE.

Iara unsheathes boomerang, looks at words. Hands it to Apsû. 

He swallows tears. Iara pulls him into a tight embrace. 

She looks up at the Gêmeo rocket. Spots Pajé smugly observing 
them from a window.

Noise, wind and lights intensify. Iara moves them out of 
sight of Pajé, and says something indecipherable to Apsû. 

Apsû resists letting Iara go even as she slowly backs away 
towards the Ouro gate. Puts goggles back over eyes.

Iara approaches frightened crowd who have gathered around 
her. They wear protective gear. 

She removes her own gear. They see her yellow eyes and 
tattoos for the first time. 

Her skin does not burn. She looks luminous, invigorated. 
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IARA
They will come back for us. And if 
they don’t, Acanto has lots of 
resources. And I’ll make sure our 
last days here count. 

Several Força help Apsû towards the ship. They go aboard. 
Iara forces herself not to turn around and watch him leave.

INT. GÊMEO SHIP FLIGHT DECK, ABOVE GROUND - DAY 15 15

Pajé sits focused on a monitor. She eats a piece of FRUIT. 

Força half carry Apsû to sit at a large window near her. Pajé 
does not acknowledge him for several minutes.

PAJÉ
(without looking at Apsû)

Where is your sister? 

APSÛ
Yeah, about that. She said she’d 
let you test on her after you come 
back for the rest of Ouro. And if 
you don’t keep me alive, she’ll... 
well, she’ll make sure you never 
see her again.  

Pajé’s head snaps up. She sprints to the window. Smashes the 
fruit against it. Pulp smears down the glass. 

She spots Iara looking up at her from the Surface. 

Apsû smiles. 

APSÛ
(to himself)

Someday the Mãe Dos Ouros will 
sacrifice herself to save us. And 
the Ouros will feel the sunlight on 
their faces once more. 

EXT. THE SURFACE, ABOVE GROUND - DAY16 16

Iara turns and walks away towards Ouro as the light absorbs 
the black silhouette of a woman against a vast white sun.

END
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Scene #: 6.2 Sheet #: 27

Breakdown Sheet Int/Ext: INT
Script Page: 6-7 Day/Night: Night
Page Count: 1/8 2:00Est.Time:

Scene Description: Iara, Apsu, and Forca battle insurgents to the death

Settings: Ouro Cave, Below Ground

Location: Long Horn Caverns - Near Entrance

Sequence:  Script Day: 2

Cast Members
1. Iara
2. Apsu
3. Ea

Props
assorted weapons (20)
belt with boomerangs
boomerang
extra ammo
glove

Background Actors
Forca (20)
Ouro citizens (20)

Stunts
Battle sequence

Vehicles

Special Effects Wardrobe
Apsu's uniform
Ea's protective gear (2)
Forca's uniforms (20)
Iara's boots
Iara's uniform
Ouro citizens' costumes (20)

Makeup/Hair
Apsu's Circular Ouro symbols
Apsu's neck scar
Apsu's tattos
Forca's tattoos (20)
Iara's tattoos
Ouros' tattoos (20)

Set Dressing
exit

Greenery Special Equipment

Notes
MONTAGE

Music Sound

Printed on Jul 16, 2015 at 9:48 PM Page 1



Scene #: 6.3 Sheet #: 28

Breakdown Sheet Int/Ext: INT
Script Page: 6-7 Day/Night: Night
Page Count: 1/8 1:30Est.Time:

Scene Description: Iara, Apsu, and Forca battle insurgents to the death

Settings: Ouro Cave, Below Ground

Location: Long Horn Caverns - Near Council Room

Sequence:  Script Day: 2

Cast Members
1. Iara
2. Apsu
3. Ea

Props
assorted weapons (20)
belt with boomerangs
boomerang
extra ammo
glove

Background Actors
Forca (20)
Ouro citizens (20)

Stunts
Battle sequence
NEED PERSONELL

Vehicles

Special Effects Wardrobe
Apsu's uniform
Ea's protective gear (2)
Forca's uniforms (20)
Iara's boots
Iara's uniform
Ouro citizens' costumes (20)

Makeup/Hair
Apsu's Circular Ouro symbols
Apsu's neck scar
Apsu's tattos
Forca's tattoos (20)
Iara's tattoos
Ouros' tattoos (20)

Set Dressing
exit

Greenery Special Equipment

Notes
MONTAGE

Music Sound

Printed on Jul 16, 2015 at 9:48 PM Page 2



Scene #: 6.1 Sheet #: 7

Breakdown Sheet Int/Ext: INT
Script Page: 6-7 Day/Night: Night
Page Count: 1/8 2:00Est.Time:

Scene Description: Iara, Apsu, and Forca battle insurgents to the death

Settings: Ouro Cave, Below Ground

Location: Long Horn Caverns - Ramp

Sequence:  Script Day: 2

Cast Members
1. Iara
2. Apsu
3. Ea

Props
assorted weapons (20)
belt with boomerangs
boomerang
extra ammo
glove

Background Actors
Forca (20)
Ouro citizens (20)

Stunts
Battle sequence
NEED PERSONELL

Vehicles

Special Effects Wardrobe
Apsu's uniform
Ea's protective gear (2)
Forca's uniforms (20)
Iara's boots
Iara's uniform
Ouro citizens' costumes (20)

Makeup/Hair
Apsu's Circular Ouro symbols
Apsu's neck scar
Apsu's tattos
Forca's tattoos (20)
Iara's tattoos
Ouros' tattoos (20)

Set Dressing
exit

Greenery Special Equipment

Notes
MONTAGE

Music Sound

Printed on Jul 16, 2015 at 9:48 PM Page 3



Scene #: 2 Sheet #: 2

Breakdown Sheet Int/Ext: INT
Script Page: 2 Day/Night: Night
Page Count: 4/8 6:00Est.Time:

Scene Description: wedding ceremony

Settings: Great Hall Altar - Below Ground

Location: Long Horn Caverns - Council Room

Sequence:  Script Day: 2

Cast Members
1. Iara
2. Apsu
3. Ea
4. Priestess

Props
boomerang

Background Actors
Ouro citizens (20)

Stunts Vehicles

Special Effects Wardrobe
Apsu's uniform
Ea's flaxen colored robes
Iara's boots
Iara's uniform
Ouro citizens' costumes (20)
Priestess's flowing yellow robes

Makeup/Hair
Apsu's neck scar
Apsu's tattos
Ea's tattoos
Iara's tattoos
Ouros' tattoos (20)

Set Dressing
alter
arbor
candles
cracked walls
cup
luminescent plants

Greenery Special Equipment

Notes
are Forca here?
lights on walls?
steam?

Music Sound
clapping
drums
instruments

(Continued on next page)
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MOTG Master Shot List

Scene Camera Mount Info Location VFX Notes
Shelby 
Notes

Shooting 
Order

2A Alexa Sticks
MASTER xwide crowd and wedding Dolly 
in w/ Iara and atttendant (dana?) Longish Caves - Great Hall

Discuss how to 
show master & still 
see everything Extras 1

2D Alexa Sticks
M Apsu (reverse of slomo) --> turns into 
Ea's CU for injections (dana?) Caves - Great Hall 2

2G Alexa Sticks MCU Priestess - tilt down to altar Caves - Great Hall

Glowing ouro 
rocks in water 
(Resolve) 3

2F Alexa Sticks
High angle W of crowd for ceremony - Iara 
in bg Caves - Great Hall Extras 4

2C Alexa Sticks MCU Iara Caves - Great Hall
*watching ceremony 
and scanning room 5

2K Alexa Sticks Injection line Caves - Great Hall Glowing tattoos Extras 6

2L Alexa Sticks
MCU Iara - calls over attendant, performs 
injection Caves - Great Hall Glowing tattoos Extras 7

2M Alexa Sticks Ea's injection Glowing tattoos Extras 8
2H Alexa Sticks CU Ea Caves - Great Hall 9
2J Alexa Sticks CU Iara Caves - Great Hall 10

2B F5 Sticks CU SLO MO Iara Caves - Great Hall
*closer alt if 
time/wanted

DIFFERENT 
DAY

2E Alexa Sticks
3-shot altar (no extras) ceremony 
(balanced, center frame) wide Caves - Great Hall **

Need to confirm 
how to show the 
altar? How big the 
space & the mural Extras?

2N Alexa NO EXIT sign - insert NEED TO CONFIRM

*Will want it in the 
background for one 
other shot

2P Alexa
Forca acknowlegement at exit, forcefield 
over exit Forcefield Extras

2Q Alexa Tattoos ECU during injection
2R Alexa CU on new circle tattoos

3A Alexa Sticks
Med lane - few people moving down heart - 
CU Iara's wrist Caves - Lover's Lane

 *Camera height 
and angle light gag? 

4E Alexa Sticks Med Extras (pov) Caves - Marble Rooms 1

4A Alexa Sticks

Extreme Wide with Extras, kiosk across the 
room, A enters close to camera, A and I 
run out close to camera Caves - Marble Rooms

*figure out the 
space & how kiosks 

light gag in 
this scene 2

4B Alexa Sticks
W Iara alone, empty glasses, flat center 
frame Caves - Marble Rooms

*figure out the video 
projections - 
NANCY & 
projectionist 3

4C Alexa Sticks MCU Iara alone Caves - Marble Rooms

* take maps to mark 
electricity & find out 
how much voltage 
we will have 4

4D Alexa Sticks OTS Boomerang Caves - Marble Rooms

* discuss with caves 
possibility of 
bringing in a kiddy 
pool? 5

4H Alexa Sticks 2S M profile A & I Caves - Marble Rooms

After 4C - 
need to be 
determined 
by Kiosk 6

4K Alexa Sticks CU A Caves - Marble Rooms 7
4J Alexa Sticks CU I Caves - Marble Rooms 8

4F Alexa Sticks M low angle behind Iara at kiosk Caves - Marble Rooms
Projections on 
cave wall 9

4G Alexa Sticks
MCU Iara as she reads kiosk (LIGHT 
EFFECT) Caves - Marble Rooms

Augment any 
scanning/projecti
on lights 10
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Appendix G:  

Schedule By Days 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11:00 PM Breakfast (Caves) 8:00 AM Breakfast (at UT Power Plants)
11:30 PM Loadin 8:30 AM Loadin

1:00 AM Scene 5 9:00 AM Scene 15

6:00 PM Leave Austin 5:00 AM Lunch 11:00 AM Scene 10
7:30 PM Breakfast (CAVES) 6:00 AM Scene 5 2:00 PM Lunch
8:00 PM Loadin 8:00 AM Wrapout 2:30 PM Scene 10

10:00 PM Scene 6.1 11:00 AM Go to Austin! 5:30 PM Scene 9
12:30 AM Lunch 6:30 PM Wrapout
1:30 AM Scene 6.3 7:00 PM Go home!
3:00 AM Scene 6.2

5:30 AM Wrapout
6:00 AM Go to Motel 6

8:00 PM Breakfast (Caves)

8:30 PM Loadin
9:30 PM Scene 2
2:00 AM Lunch

3:00 AM Scene 2 8:00 AM Drive to Mansfield Dam
5:30 AM Scene 2.1 8:30 AM Breakfast

7:30 AM Wrapout 9:00 AM Loadin
8:00 AM Go to Cabins 9:30 AM Scene 8.2 (DRONE SHOT)

11:30 AM Scene 8.1
2:00 PM Lunch

8:00 PM Breakfast (Caves) 2:30 PM Scene 8.1
8:30 PM Loadin 3:30 PM Scene 14.2

10:30 PM Scene 4 6:00 AM Breakfast (at UT Power Plants) 5:00 PM Wrapout
2:15 AM Lunch 6:30 AM Loadin 5:30 PM Drive to Austin
3:15 AM Scene 4 7:00 AM Scene 12.1
6:30 AM Wrap out 9:00 AM Scene 12.2

8:00 AM Go to Cabins 11:00 AM Lunch 9:00 AM Drive to Mansfield Dam
11:30 AM Scene 12.3 9:30 AM Breakfast
1:45 PM Scene 12.4 10:00 AM Loadin

11:00 PM Breakfast (Caves) 3:45 PM wrapout 10:30 AM Scene 8
11:30 PM Loadin 4:15 PM Go home! 2:00 PM Lunch
1:00 AM Scene 3 2:30 PM Scene 8
3:30 AM Scene 13 7:00 PM Scene 9

5:00 AM Lunch 8:00 AM Breakfast (at UT Power Plants) 8:00 PM Wrap Out
6:00 AM Scene 13 8:30 AM Loadin 8:30 PM Drive to Austin
7:30 AM Scene 7.1 9:30 AM Scene 11
9:30 AM Sceen 7.2 2:00 PM Lunch

10:00 AM Sene 14.1 2:30 PM Scene 11

10:30 AM Wrapout 6:00 PM Wrapout
11:00 AM Go to Cabins 7:00 PM Go home!

NEW LOCATION - Longhorn Caverns

WRAP PRINCIPLE PHOTOGRAPHY

Schedule By Days

FRIDAY JULY 24

WEDNESDAY July 29

TUESDAY JULY 28

MONDAY JULY 27

NEW LOCATION - Mansfield Dam

NEW LOCATION - UT Power Plants

THURSDAY JULY 23

Days Off

SATURDAY JULY 18

SUNDAY JULY 19

MONDAY JULY 20

TUESDAY JULY 21

WEDNESDAY JULY 22

SATURDAY JULY 25

SUNDAY JULY 26
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Appendix H:  

Sound Design and Foley Cue Sheets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MOTG Sound Design & Foley Cue Sheet - Sound Design

MOTG Final Adjustments_NO Timecode__NO VO titles_Score_2.1.mov

Sound # Timecode Sounds

SD or Foley? 
SD = RED. 
Foley = 
YELLOW. Erica Notes

1
Space, white noise that's a bit eerie and 
mechanical SD

2

After the word "gold", some sort of additional 
sound creeps in that's more organic/heavy/solid 
to represent the mineral and the title that we're 
about to see that represents a person/diety SD

Maybe keep the little drips of 
"water"

3

Blend "atmospheric" sounds into muffled sounds of 
people playing instruments, getting louder when we 
see the wide of her SD

4 Zing/burn/lightsaber sound as his arm is tattooed SD
5 Background chatter begins, continues and ends SD

6
Background chatter is farther away and fades out 
altogether SD

7

Background chatter of people at wedding 
reception, goes until the siren starts, a plus if any 
of those voices speak in Portuguese SD

8
Projector turning on and vibration sound as it 
stays on SD

9

Alarm siren goes off and continues all the way until 
Iara climbs steps leading out of Ouros, with sirens 
getting louder or quieter or modulated a bit depending 
on the size of the space or being in tunnel or when 
they're outside and hear it coming from inside, silence 
interrupts sirens only when Iara starts to change 
outside: SD

10

Background voices yelling/crying/talking loudly in 
panic at alarm and chaos that ensues, gets 
muffled while Iara & Apsû are in weapons room, 
then even louder once fight begins and until 
characters go into tunnel Foley

Originally labeled as SD, but 
actually recorded as foley

11
Punches, kicks, slams, grunts, throws by Iara, 
Apsû, other "good" and "bad" people Foley or SD

Done as foley, but may need 
clean-up in SD

12
Forcefield hums/buzzes, then pops/short circuits 
off SD

13 Iara throws boomerang, it spins through the air SD

14
Boomerang hits Ea, SLAM, wind knocked out of 
him SD

15
Ea slides on gravel, winces in pain from 
boomerang hit Foley or SD

Done as foley, but may need 
clean-up in SD

16 Iara running to Ea Foley

17
Punches, kicks, slams, grunts, throws by Iara & 
Ea Foley or SD

Done as foley, but may need 
clean-up in SD

18

Little pops & crackles from gate where another 
forcefield has been turned off but it's always on, 
so the electricity is still a bit hot SD

19
Zap/buzz as Iara feels the first pain, then it 
continues as she changes SD

20
Sizzle/heat/radiation sounds as her tattoos pop 
and change color SD

21
Wind on the Surface, cuts out when in Iara POV and 
we only hear her heartbeat/breathing SD

22 Water/rocks (ouro) running through plastic pipes SD
23 Lazer hits Iara from Pajé's weapon SD

24

Security in background - mumblings of shock and 
awe at being above ground for first time and 
seeing Acanto in the distance SD

25

Lazer gun shots with 3 distinct sounds: big 
red/gold gun, Ea's gun, Apsû's giant gun (which 
carries over into Iara's POV as if she's still 
hearing the trailing sounds after the shot) SD



MOTG Sound Design & Foley Cue Sheet - Sound Design

26 Pajé's gun gets shot out of her hand SD
27 Pajé footsteps SD
28 Iara gets shot SD
29 Ea gets shot SD
30 Iara''s heartbeat SD
31 Iara''s heartbeat VERY muffled, slo-mo SD

32

Apsû's footsteps running, but VERY muffled as if 
Iara''s hearing has been affected by her injury, 
slo-mo SD

33
VERY muffled clothing as Apsû removes fabric, 
slo-mo SD

34
VERY muffled lazer gun shot from Pajé's gun, 
slo-mo SD

35 Apsû gets shot SD

36

Various medical sounds: a constant buzz from 
unseen machines, a beeping for the machine 
attached to Iara pumping blue liquid into her, an 
excelerating sound as her heartbeat races as she 
gets agitated, a distinct sound when the doctor 
pushes the button to release more liquid that 
calms Iara down SD

37
Loud sound carried over from previous beeping 
plus an ambiant sound, wakes Iara up SD

38
Light background buzz/room tone/far-away 
construction sounds SD

39 Wheelchair wheels ? Foley or SD
Done as foley, but may need 
clean-up in SD

40 Construction sounds continue in new space SD

41 Wheelchair wheels Foley or SD
Done as foley, but may need 
clean-up in SD

42 Acanto forcefield/protection bubble SD

43 Iara taps metal Foley or SD
Done as foley, but may need 
clean-up in SD

44
Iara pulls off her face mask fabric and plastic 
sunglasses Foley or SD

45 Iara runs hands along metal railing Foley or SD
Done as foley, but may need 
clean-up in SD

46

Crystal sound or something similar to crystal 
room that begins here and carries over until we're 
in crystal room SD

47 Hugging noises SD
48 Iara  takes reader & turns it on SD
49 Iara & Apsû use reader SD

50
Iara's memories of Pajé talking play back in 
Apsû's mind SD

51 People panicking in background SD
52 Wind on the Surface SD

53
Engine on spaceship starts and gradually gets 
louder until it takes off then sound changes SD

54
Pajé traces finger along black line and touches 
red circle SD

55 Pajé opens door SD
56 Pajé pushes buttons inside door SD

78 Iara & Apsû running steps on stone ground SD

Not able to get as foley due to 
space restrictions and b/c couldn't 
find surface- need to do in SD

87 Ea's footsteps running away and fade off SD 
Not able to get as foley due to 
space restrictions



MOTG Sound Design & Foley Cue Sheet - Foley

MOTG Final Adjustments_NO Timecode__NO VO titles_Score_2.1.mov

Sound # Timecode Sounds

SD or Foley? 
SD = RED. 
Foley = 
YELLOW. Erica Notes

60 Priestess fabric rubs/crinkles Foley
61 Scoops up water and pouring it over arms Foley

65
Gentle finger taps on illuminated screen, maybe 
a sliding finger too Foley

66 Iara sipping drink Foley
67 Apsû's footsteps Foley
68 Apsû's clothing fabric Foley
69 Iara's footsteps on stone ground Foley
70 Iara's clothing fabric Foley
71 More fabric for both Foley Re-use takes from other foley
72 Iara & Apsû clothing fabric, wrestling, active Foley
73 Iara & Apsû running steps on stone ground Foley
74 Iara & Apsû clothing fabric, running Foley
75 (made in 76) Iara & Apsû takes clothes off/put on fight gear Foley

76

Other security folks are stacking weapons, 
organizing "stuff" as they get ready to give 
weapons to other security people Foley

77 Iara takes gun from Apsû Foley

78 Iara & Apsû running steps on stone ground SD

Not able to get as foley due to 
space restrictions and b/c 
couldn't find surface- need to do 
in SD

79
Background footsteps of people running in 
panic, until CU of Iara Foley

80
Punches, kicks, slams, grunts, throws by Iara, 
Apsû, other "good" and "bad" people Foley or SD

81 Ea footsteps, Iara running footsteps after him Foley
82 Both footsteps running down tunnel Foley Recorded as part of #81
83 Ea running away, skids at end Foley

84
Ea slides on gravel, winces in pain from 
boomerang hit Foley or SD

85
Punches, kicks, slams, grunts, throws by Iara & 
Ea Foley or SD

86 Clothing fabric of Iara & Ea Foley

87 Ea's footsteps running away and fade off SD 
Not able to get as foley due to 
space restrictions

88 Clothing fabric of Iara & Ea Foley

89
Iara footsteps stumbling towards steps, going 
up steps, and climbing onto rocks outside Foley

90 Iara's hands touching rocks Foley

Something is usable here 
maybe for footsteps on rocks, 
but not for climbing and 
stumbling - SD needed still

91
Multiple footsteps of security running up stairs, 
wearing weapons/clanging items Foley

92 Security footsteps on dry, grassy ground Foley
93 Security clothing fabric rustling in wind Foley

94
Ea clothing as he takes off mask, footstep as 
he steps forward on dry ground Foley

95 Iara draws her gun Foley
96 Ea footsteps shuffling on dry ground Foley
97 Ea, Pajé, security clothing fabric rustling Foley
98 Hair spinning Foley
99 Iara clothing fabric Foley
100 Doctor footsteps running in Foley
101 Pajé footsteps Foley



MOTG Sound Design & Foley Cue Sheet - Foley

102 Pajé clothing fabric Foley
103 Doctor footsteps walking in & out Foley
104 Pajé footsteps & sits down Foley
105 Apple drops in lap Foley
106 Wheelchair wheels in Control Room Foley or SD
107 Wheelchair wheels in Power Plant Foley or SD
108 Pajé footsteps Foley
109 Guard's footsteps Foley
110 Guard's footsteps Foley
111 Iara's footsteps outside at Acanto on concrete Foley
112 Iara brushes hand along two kinds of brick Foley Second version as #112.1

112.1 Iara brushes hand along two kinds of brick Foley
Recorded separately as 
alternative to #112

113 Iara taps metal Foley or SD

114
Iara pulls off her face mask fabric and plastic 
sunglasses Foley or SD

115 Iara runs hands along metal railing Foley or SD
116 Iara takes off her plastic sunglasses Foley

117

Iara's footsteps on wet rocky ground as she 
walks into crystal room, used as transition from 
other b-roll shots to her walking into room SD

Were not able to get in foley b/c 
couldn't find surface- need to do 
in SD

118 Iara & Apsû hug clothing fabric Foley
119 Apsû pulls Reader out of pocket, hands to Iara Foley

120
Iara' puts glasses and hood back on, clothing 
fabric Foley

121 Iara's footsteps leaving stone & crystal room SD

Were not able to get in foley b/c 
couldn't find surface- need to do 
in SD

122 Footsteps running of people panicking Foley
123 Apsû's footsteps on Surface Foley Use Foley #67

124
Iara & Apsû's clothing during embrace and 
separate in the wind Foley

125 Apsû, guard and Pajé's footsteps Foley
126 Apsû sits down on stool Foley
127 Pajé eats peach Foley
128 Pajé footsteps Foley
129 Pajé shuffles papers Foley

130 Ea clothing fabric Foley
Added during session so not in 
sequential timecode order

131
Pajé's gun hitting ground after being shot out of 
her hand Foley

Added during session so not in 
sequential timecode order

10

Background voices yelling/crying/talking loudly 
in panic at alarm and chaos that ensues, gets 
muffled while Iara & Apsû are in weapons 
room, then even louder once fight begins and 
until characters go into tunnel Foley

Originally labeled as SD, but 
actually recorded as foley
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VFX Shot List 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MOTG VFX 2017 Updated Shot List

0017
01:01:28:00 - 01:01:29:
22 1:23

Glass on table in background/right is leftover ouro that Iara was 
drinking so it needs to glow like in Shot 0014_2 and 0016, glass in 
male extra's hand is also liquid ouro, any sparkling foreground 
elements, any other "warming" elements. Reception. Wide of Iara, Apsû and Extras. Shelby

track cup and add 
glow

increasing contrast would 
help with reflection, we can 
warm everything up in this 
scene

0021 3:01
Forcefield glows brightly then quickly sputters off, 
PROHIBIDO removed. Exit out of Ouros. Deepak

use part of rocks to 
cover "prohibido" and 
then have forcefield 
effect sputter out

Jason will grade the 
green behind the 
forcefield first

0023 7:20 Forcefield off (ref. 0021) Exit out of Ouros.

OS = ADR Iara - 
"Apsû, find Ea 
and meet me at the 
gate." Deepak

use part of rocks to 
cover "prohibido" and 
then have forcefield 
effect sputter out

0024 1:16 Boomerang launches. Tunnel boomerang throw. Wide. 
0025 1:00 Boomerang spins through the air towards Insurgent. Tunnel boomerang throw. Wide.

0027 9:20

Forcefield on exit gate sputters off or little flashes of lights on 
gate as it turns off (it's never turned off so the electricity 
sparks a little). At beginning of shot. Tunnel fight. Wide. 

add sparks from 
action essentials to 
gate

0028 5:20
Little flashes of lights on gate as it cools down, disguise metal push 
handle on door. Gate fight. Medium. 

add sparks from 
action essentials to 
gate

0029

CHANGES MADE. 
MAKE SURE YOU'RE 
USING THE 
CORRECT .MOV FILE 
HERE 1:17

Yellow electricity moves/pops on her black tattoos. SAME 
SHOT AS BEFORE ONLY AT DIFFERENT START/STOP 
POINTS Tattoos change. ECU.

add sparks from 
action essentials to 
gate

0030 Sequential 1:06 Yellow electricity moves/pops on her black tattoos. Tattoos change. ECU.

add sparks from 
action essentials to 
gate

0031 Sequential 2:09 Yellow electricity moves/pops on her black tattoos. Tattoos change. ECU.

add sparks from 
action essentials to 
gate

0032 Sequential 4:13 Yellow electricity moves/pops on her black tattoos.
Insurgent runs away. Tattoos change. 
Medium.

add sparks from 
action essentials to 
gate

0033 0:16 Yellow sparks pop in her brown eyes. Eyes change. ECU.

I really like the sparking! My only comment is 
that I think the yellow in her irises should be 
moved in a little, so that the yellow is just inside 
the  circle of her irises and not bleeding into the 
whites of her eyes or eyelids. I think making the 
circle perimeter smaller will hide the VFX work 
more. UPDATE: Looks great

use masks to create 
color variations on 
pupils

PUT 33-39 IN ONE 
TIMELINE AND DELIVER 
AS ONE FILE. THIS WAY 
IT WILL BE MUCH 
FASTER TO DO THE VFX 
ESPECIALLY SINCE 
MOST OF THESE SHOTS 
ARE JUST 2-3 FRAMES.

0034 Sequential 0:03 Any color flash in yellow eyes. Eyes change. ECU.

The yellow glow is great but it does bleed into her 
eyelids a bit. Plus I can see that the mask doesn't 
track with the circles of her irises. UPDATE: 
Looks great! 

use masks to create 
color variations on 
pupils

PUT 33-39 IN ONE 
TIMELINE AND DELIVER 
AS ONE FILE. THIS WAY 
IT WILL BE MUCH 
FASTER TO DO THE VFX 
ESPECIALLY SINCE 
MOST OF THESE SHOTS 
ARE JUST 2-3 FRAMES.

0035 Sequential 0:02 Yellow sparks pop in her brown eyes. Eyes change. ECU.

The spark looks awesome!  Same comments as 
0033. I can see some of the yellow on her eyelids, 
but not as much from this angle. The glow works 
though b/c there would be a glow reflecting on 
her eyelids and even the whites of her eyes if a 
light was sparking from her irises. It's great 
thinking through the lighting science of shots like 
this! UPDATE: Looks great! 

use masks to create 
color variations on 
pupils

PUT 33-39 IN ONE 
TIMELINE AND DELIVER 
AS ONE FILE. THIS WAY 
IT WILL BE MUCH 
FASTER TO DO THE VFX 
ESPECIALLY SINCE 
MOST OF THESE SHOTS 
ARE JUST 2-3 FRAMES.

0036 Sequential 0:03 Any color flash in yellow eyes. Eyes change. ECU.
The yellow glow is great but it does bleed into her 
eyelids a bit. UPDATE: Looks great! 

use masks to create 
color variations on 
pupils

PUT 33-39 IN ONE 
TIMELINE AND DELIVER 
AS ONE FILE. THIS WAY 
IT WILL BE MUCH 
FASTER TO DO THE VFX 
ESPECIALLY SINCE 
MOST OF THESE SHOTS 
ARE JUST 2-3 FRAMES.

0037 Sequential 0:02 Yellow sparks pop in her brown eyes. Eyes change. ECU. Same comments as 0035. UPDATE: Looks great! 

use masks to create 
color variations on 
pupils

PUT 33-39 IN ONE 
TIMELINE AND DELIVER 
AS ONE FILE. THIS WAY 
IT WILL BE MUCH 
FASTER TO DO THE VFX 
ESPECIALLY SINCE 
MOST OF THESE SHOTS 
ARE JUST 2-3 FRAMES.

0038 Sequential 0:02 Any color flash in yellow eyes. Eyes change. ECU. Same comments as 0036. UPDATE: Looks great! 

use masks to create 
color variations on 
pupils

PUT 33-39 IN ONE 
TIMELINE AND DELIVER 
AS ONE FILE. THIS WAY 
IT WILL BE MUCH 
FASTER TO DO THE VFX 
ESPECIALLY SINCE 
MOST OF THESE SHOTS 
ARE JUST 2-3 FRAMES.
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0039 Sequential 0:01 Yellow sparks pop in her brown eyes. Eyes change. ECU.
Same comments as 0036 and 0038. UPDATE: 
Looks great! 

use masks to create 
color variations on 
pupils

PUT 33-39 IN ONE 
TIMELINE AND DELIVER 
AS ONE FILE. THIS WAY 
IT WILL BE MUCH 
FASTER TO DO THE VFX 
ESPECIALLY SINCE 
MOST OF THESE SHOTS 
ARE JUST 2-3 FRAMES.

0040 8:22
Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots.

Iara climbs to Surface. Medium. She has never 
been on the Surface before, never seen 
sunlight so intensely, and had no idea that 
Acanto was so beautiful (though very 
damaged & falling apart) Jason in Resolve

0041 3:15 Acanto city in background. Acanto in the distance. Extreme wide. Deepak

"City skyline" as separate 
asset, Deepak will 
composite. Ideally another 
artist is creating matte 
painting here. 

0042 2:16
Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots. Iara notices pipes. MS. Jason in Resolve

0043 8:01

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for continuity 
in following shots, Green laser gun shot hits Iara's left/upper arm. 
(Green lasers = Acanto/Pajé/Ea), (PURPLE lasers = 
Ouros/Iara/Apsû/Força soldiers)

Iara tries to disable pipes, but is shot (by Pajé, 
though we don't know who she is yet). Wide. 

Green laser look fine but it needs to hit higher up 
on  her upper left arm,  b/c right now it looks like 
it strikes her leg. And preferably it should spark or 
fizzle after it hits her arm so we know it singed 
her. Maybe even a little smoke? I'll email you 
reference images. Also, please make the green a 
more saturated green. UPDATE: Smoke and 
green are perfect. The only comment is that can it 
hit her UPPER left arm. It still looks like it's 
hitting her wrist. Look at Shot 0056. You'll see 
that she has blood on her arm where the laser hit 
her. Aim for there. UPDATE 2: Great!! Shelby

0044 3:21
Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots. Iara looks at who shot her. Medium.

OS = ADR Paje - 
"Look at you. 
Whatever's 
happening, I can 
help." Jason in Resolve

0045 2:12
Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots.

Iara faces her attackers while Apsû & other 
Força security come looking for her. Wide. 

OS = ADR Paje - 
"Look at you. 
Whatever's 
happening, I can 
help." AND ADR 
Apsu - "Iara, you 
okay?" Jason in Resolve

0046 2:12
Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots.

Apsû & other Força security see the Surface 
and Acanto in the distance for the first time. 
Medium. 

OS = ADR Iara - 
"Found myself a 
traitor 
and his Acanto... 
friend." Jason in Resolve

0047 1:17
Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots. Iara orders them to shoot the attackers. Wide. Jason in Resolve

0048 1:14
Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots.

Apsû & other Força security face off with 
attackers. Medium. Jason in Resolve

0049 3:13
Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots.

Ea reveals himself and appeals to Apsû not to 
shoot. MCU.

OS = ADR Ea - 
"Come with us. All 
of you, 
before we're out of 
time."   Jason in Resolve

0050 1:19
Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots.

Apsû & other Força security face off with 
attackers. Medium.

OS = ADR Apsu - 
"Ea, please stop." Jason in Resolve

0051 2:20
Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots.

Iara manages to pull out her gun and point it at 
the attackers. Medium. Jason in Resolve

0052 2:17

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots, when camera tilts down are 
background elements necessary for continuity from ref. 
0041. Also same skyline as ref. 0053.

Ea appeals to Iara to trust him and that she 
misunderstands what he's doing helping the 
Acanto woman. MCU. Jason in Resolve

0053 2:18

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for continuity 
in following shots, Acanto in background distance and matches 
skyline from ref. 0049, 0052. 

Ea & Pajé (though we don't know who she is 
yet) face off with everyone. Medium wide. Jason in Resolve

0054 2:19
Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots. Faceoff. Wide. Jason in Resolve

0055 0:23

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for continuity 
in following shots. Força shoots PURPLE laser at Pajé. (Green 
lasers = Acanto/Pajé/Ea), (PURPLE lasers = 
Ouros/Iara/Apsû/Força soldiers)

Apsû & other Força security face off with 
attackers, a Força shoots at Pajé. Medium.

Looks great!! BIG NOTE: Please change color of 
laser from red to BRIGHT PURPLE. When I re-
looked at the color reference images that were 
shared with everyone, I realized that red lasers 
won't show up against an orange background. I'll 
email you more details. UPDATE: Spot on. Shelby
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0056 1:21

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for continuity 
in following shots. Iara gets shot by Ea's green laser. (Green lasers 
= Acanto/Pajé/Ea), (PURPLE lasers = Ouros/Iara/Apsû/Força 
soldiers) Iara gets shot. Medium. 

The shape of the laser itself looks fine but like in 
Shot 0043, but it should spark/smoke a little, 
especially since this is a closer shot. Also, the 
angle of where the laser is coming from is off. 
The guy shooting her is more from camera right, 
or more on her front, left side. I'll email you 
screen grabs of where she was aiming her gun to 
see where the return laser would be coming from. 
And can you make the green a more intense, 
saturated green so it pops against everything else? 
UPDATE: The angle is still strange. It should 
come from more of a frontal, camera RIGHT 
position. Plus, it should hit that burn spot on her 
stomach/shirt. Aim the laser there. The laser and 
smoke are good though.  UPDATE 2: YES!! Shelby

0057 0:21

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for continuity 
in following shots. Apsû reacts to Iara getting shot and shoots 
PURPLE laser at Ea. (Green lasers = Acanto/Pajé/Ea), (PURPLE 
lasers = Ouros/Iara/Apsû/Força soldiers)

Apsû reacts to Iara getting shot and shoots Ea. 
Medium.

For Apsû's laser, it's getting there but three things: 
(1) He has a bigger gun so the laser should be 
bigger and (2) it's not timed correctly. If you 
notice, his right arm recoils backwards after the 
shot is fired. That is b/c it's a bigger shot. It also 
shows you that the laser should already be fired 
and almost out of the frame before his arm goes 
back b/c the force of the blast pushes him back a 
bit. As it looks now, his arm goes back and then 
the laser blasts out of the gun. Try it the other 
way. (3) Change the color of his laser to 
PURPLE. UPDATE: Looks great! Shelby

0058 6:02

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots, Acanto in background distance 
and matches skyline from ref. 0049, 0052. Ea gets shot by 
red laser in SLO-MO, Iara's POV. (Green lasers = 
Acanto/Pajé/Ea), (Red lasers = Ouros/Iara/Apsû/Força 
soldiers)

Ea gets shot in slo-mo, Iara's POV. Medium 
wide. Shelby

0059 9:07

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots, Acanto in background distance 
and matches skyline from ref. 0049, 0052.

Apsû runs to Iara. Medium wide Ea to CU 
Apsû. Jason in Resolve

0060_1

CHANGES MADE. 
MAKE SURE YOU'RE 
USING THE 
CORRECT .MOV FILE 
HERE 2:08

Apsû gets shot in slo-mo in back by green laser. (Green lasers = 
Acanto/Pajé/Ea), (Red lasers = Ouros/Iara/Apsû/Força soldiers). 
Slo-mo fabric/shrapnel/blood already flying through the air from 
previous clip over black. Apsû gets shot as he tried to help Iara. CU. 

Three things: (1) I like the look of the green laser 
here in slo-mo! You can see the "science" of it. As 
in Shot 0043 and 0056 though, can make the 
green a more saturated green? The color right now 
gets a little lost against the sky. And when this is 
color graded, the whole scene will be more orange 
so I want the green to stand out. (2) Also, the laser 
takes a little too long to get to him. He's reacting 
to getting hit before the laser actually strikes him. 
I think it may have to move a little faster in order 
to reach him before he reacts. (3) As in earlier 
shots when lasers strike people, it needs a few 
sparks and smoke to indicate that his clothing/skin 
was burned. UPDATE:The smoke and timing 
look great. The sparks are a perfect touch but they 
spark too soon. Just have them spark once he's 
started to fall. Right now it looks like the sparks 
are in front of him, which is impossible if the 
laser hits his back. UPDATE 2: In the previous 
version I really loved the little sparks that linger 
in the air after he falls. Is it possible to add a few 
back in? Oherwise, it looks great.  

OS = Laser gun shot 
off screen over black 
and in first frames of 
this clip. Then 
shrapnel/fabric/etc 
flies in reaction. Shelby

0061 53:17
INTERCUT B&W WITH COLOR. Blue tubes glow more, blue 
box glow more when turned on.

Iara wakes up in a strange room, not able to 
see and strapped to the bed. MCU. Jason in Resolve

0062 24:13

(1) Iara's eyes glow more when she sees her reflection in the 
glass (only a pop when she sees herself), (2) remove the 
body movement from crew reflected in glass. about half a 
second.

Iara wakes up again, able to see, and sees her 
yellow eyes for the first time in her reflection, 
and we see Pajé's face for the first time. CU 
Iara to Medium Pajé. Shelby - Completed

0064 9:01
Gêmeos space ship being worked on and finished in a big 
warehouse hangar.

Iara sees the Gêmeos for the first time. 
Medium. Deepak

rocket as separate asset, 
Deepak will composite. 
Ideally another artist is 
creating rocket ship. 

0065 17:19
Forcefield that protects Acanto glows/shimmers/vibrates on 
other side of bars, remove clouds.

Iara appreciates the sky/forcefield and 
considers Pajé's plan to heal Apsû and get her 
people off the planet. MCU. Deepak

0066 8:03 Change sky color, remove clouds.

Iara checks out Acanto and appreciates being 
outside where she not only does not burn, she 
feels energized. Medium. Jason in Resolve

0067 3:12 Change sky color, remove clouds.

Iara checks out Acanto and appreciates being 
outside where she not only does not burn, she 
feels energized. Medium. Jason in Resolve

0068 1:18 Change sky color, remove clouds.

Iara checks out Acanto and appreciates being 
outside where she not only does not burn, she 
feels energized. Medium. Jason in Resolve

0069 11:07
Change sky color, remove clouds, add interesting elements 
to the plain buildings.

Iara checks out Acanto and appreciates being 
outside where she not only does not burn, she 
feels energized. Medium. Jason in Resolve

0070 2:07
Change sky color, remove clouds, add interesting elements 
to the plain buildings.

Iara checks out Acanto and appreciates being 
outside where she not only does not burn, she 
feels energized. Medium. Jason in Resolve

0071 22:08
Change sky color, remove clouds, add interesting elements 
to the plain buildings.

Iara checks out Acanto and appreciates being 
outside where she not only does not burn, she 
feels energized. Medium. Jason in Resolve
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0072 4:09 Change sky color, remove clouds.

Iara checks out Acanto and appreciates being 
outside where she not only does not burn, she 
feels energized. Medium. Jason in Resolve

0073 7:00 Change sky color, remove clouds.

Iara checks out Acanto and appreciates being 
outside where she not only does not burn, she 
feels energized. Medium. Jason in Resolve

0074 7:16

Change sky color, add more buildings in upper background, 
remove small word on black lever in foreground. smoke 
coming out of stacks. 

Iara checks out Acanto and appreciates being 
outside where she not only does not burn, she 
feels energized, she considers Pajé's offer and 
comes up with her own plan. Wide.

NOT SURE WHO IS 
ASSIGNED  TO THIS

0075 6:09

Change sky color, add more buildings in upper background, 
remove small word on black lever in foreground. smoke 
coming out of stacks. 

Iara checks out Acanto and appreciates being 
outside where she not only does not burn, she 
feels energized, she considers Pajé's offer and 
comes up with her own plan. Wide.

NOT SURE WHO IS 
ASSIGNED  TO THIS

0076 2:00
Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity to match ref. 0040.

We go back to Ouros and see the place where 
so many things happened the first time we 
were there. MCU. Jason in Resolve

0077 14:37:18-14:45:22 8:05 Crystals sparkle more. Iara and Apsû reunite. MCU. Pink "lights" work. UPDATE: Looks great! weston

0078 15:05:00-15:24:13 19:14

Crystals sparkle more. On Iara a light comes from reader 
and beams onto her yellow tattoo. On Apsû the same light 
but different color and small lights strobe on his arm, face, 
eye (maybe just on his left side).

Iara shares her memories and Apsû inputs 
them into his mind via his black tattoo on his 
arm. MCU.

I like these a lot. Two things: (1) can the yellow 
NOT start coming out of the reader device at 
minute 0:07 or if it does, only a small spark and 
not a moving wave? The tech is that she pushes 
the button and waits b.c the info is coming out of 
her. First the yellow comes out of her brain, 
travels down her arm and then into the reader. The 
reverse happens with the guy b/c he's taking the 
info into himself. (2) Can the yellow not be so 
neon? A bright yellow is good but less intense. 
UPDATE: Looks great! I really like the more 
subtle colors  and especially the "pop" of color as 
it finializes into her wrist. weston

0079 15:24:14-15:27:07 2:21
Light from reader beams and any strobing lights up his arm 
for continuity with ref. 0078.

Iara's memories go into Apsûs mind via his 
black tattoo on his arm. CU.

Looks great! My only comment is that it would be 
great if the black line tattoo also glows since that's 
where the info is entering into his body. 
UPDATE: Same comments as for 0078 that the 
yellow pop works nicely. weston

0080 15:33:17-15:54:06 5:11 Crystals sparkle more.

Iara and Apsû talk about the realities of what's 
happening in their world and their plan to 
make things better. MCU. Pink "lights" work. UPDATE: Looks great! weston

0081 15:54:07-15:59:17 20:14
Small lights strobe on his arm, face, eye (maybe just on his 
left side).

Iara and Apsû talk about the realities of what's 
happening in their world and their plan to 
make things better. MCU.

Yes! UPDATE: Looks great! Again, I like the 
yellow addtion. weston

0082 16:32:16-16:36:12 3:21 Crystals sparkle more.

Iara and Apsû talk about the realities of what's 
happening in their world and their plan to 
make things better. MCU.

Pink "lights" work. UPDATE: Looks great! I like 
that there are subtle shifts in intensity of pink and 
like they are moving a bit. weston

0083 17:19:21-17:31:13 11:17 Crystals sparkle more.

Iara and Apsû talk about the realities of what's 
happening in their world and their plan to 
make things better. MCU.

Pink "lights" look like they hadn't been finished? 
UPDATE: Looks great! weston

0084 17:37:11-17:45:17 8:08
Crystals sparkle more, small lights strobe on his arm, face, eye 
(maybe just on his left side) from ref. 0081. Apsû relays the reader memories. MCU.

I don't see this shot in the renders folder. It should 
be a combo of the pink "lights" and Shots 0079 
and 0081. UPDATE: Looks great! weston

0085 3:09

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots, all in the same place as earlier 
clips on the Surface.

Iara is overwhelmed by the chaos on the 
Surface once the Acanto arrive. MCU.

0086 4:22

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots, all in the same place as earlier 
clips on the Surface.

The Ouros are now on the Surface trying to 
either get on the Gêmeos ship or run away 
from the chaos.Wide. 

0087 4:01

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots, all in the same place as earlier 
clips on the Surface. Iara and Apsû say goodbye. MCU.

0088 2:04

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots, all in the same place as earlier 
clips on the Surface. Iara and Apsû say goodbye. Wide.

0089 24:14

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots, all in the same place as earlier 
clips on the Surface. Iara and Apsû say goodbye. MCU.

0090 3:13

Remove clouds, any elements on background skyline for 
continuity in following shots, all in the same place as earlier 
clips on the Surface. Iara is left alone after Apsû leaves. Wide.

0091 18:52:11-18:36:17 15:18

Cover any small words, add lights to red circles, as Pajé traces her 
finger along the black line it lights up with her finger and red 
button glows brighter when she touches it. Slight camera shake as 
engines ignite. CAUTION - be aware that anything around Apsû's 
face in the wide could look strange in his CUs (ref. 0093, 0095, 
0102).

Apsû enters the Gêmeos ship control room to 
leave. Wide. 

Yes! UPDATE: Exactly what I wanted! And the 
additional blue lights on other panels really sells 
this shot and space. Yay! Weston

0092 3:14
Close up of VFX in ref. 0091. More camera shake as ship moves 
more. Pajé prepares to take off. MCU. Deepak

0093 1:12
Close up of VFX in ref. 0091. More camera shake as ship moves 
more. Apsû takes in the scene.MCU. Deepak

0094 5:01

Window of control room looks out onto Surface, some 
ground visible. Needs to cut with Pajé's eyeline in ref. 0100, 
and Iara's eyeline in ref. 0101. More camera shake as ship 
moves more.

We see the view from inside of the space ship. 
Pajé asks where Iara is but is busy working. 
Medium. Deepak

0095 3:04
Close up of VFX in ref. 0091. More camera shake as ship moves 
more.

Apsû makes Pajé think that Iara agreed to the 
plan. MCU. Deepak
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Appendix J: 

VFX Before & After 
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Vita 

 

Motion pictures and still photography first intrigued Erica as a young child in 

Cincinnati, Ohio after seeing amateur home movies of her family magically flash from a 

noisy home projector to a rickety, fold-out screen. As she grew up and caught the travel 

bug, Erica kept a camera in hand as she visited almost all 50 U.S. states, most of Latin 

America, and a bit of Europe. Erica captured the world around her, first by making short 

documentaries for her Undergraduate Senior Theses in Anthropology and 

Interdisciplinary Studies at the University of California, Berkeley. Then at the University 

of Texas at Austin, she fell in love with narrative film making while pursuing an MFA in 

Film & Media Production. Erica continues to see life through a camera lens with her 

ever-evolving movie projects. 

 

 

 

Address: ericarobertpallo@utexas.edu 

This report was typed by the author. 

 

 
 


